
About
Spheres  is  a  collection  of  64  patches  for  Massive  including  pads,  leads,  basses, 
soundscapes, synth tuned percussions/mallets, sequences and more. These patches 
weren't  designed  for  a  specific  genre,  instead  they  were  crafted  trying  to  follow  a 
leitmotiv: round shapes, bouncing sounds and circular sequences. Every patch feature 
macro  controls  assigned  to  the  main  parameters.  The  sequenced  patches  can  be 
played as normal patches turning down the Sequence macro control knob. As you can 
listen in the demos, this soundset can be used in many genre from '80s stuff to IDM and 
modern ambient/electronica.

Specifications
• 64 Patches
• Multiformat: KSD and NMSV
• Size: 1 MB installed
• Macro Controls assigned to main parameters
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Installation
Once  AudioThing_Massive_Spheres.zip  is downloaded, you need to unzip it  using a 
software like WinRar or UnRarX. You have two folders for the same patches but in 
different formats: KSD and NMSV. If you have an old version of Massive (1.2.*) you  
need to use the KSD format; for newer versions of Massive (1.3.*) you need to use the 
new format NMSV. You can load single patches manually through “File → Open Sound” 
or you can add Spheres to the database following these steps:

1. File → Options → Browser
2. Click “Add” and choose the right Sphere format folder
3. Click “Rebuild DB”
4. Click OK

You should now see the patches in the Browser tab.

Patches List
Backgrounds
Balls Full
Balls Shift
Bells
Bitch Up
Bob Saw
Broken
Bubble Wood
Circles
Clarin Set Ens

Clarin Set
Crepe
Deactivate
Elastic 404
Elastic
Electricity
Ethereal Pad
Filters
Form Ants
Ghosts

Glitch Acid
Glitch Lead
Glitch Takes
Gratia
Iced Harp 1
Iced Harp 2
Ja-co-s Q
Ja-co-s
Li Lead
Luna Glitches

Luna
Lyrics Lead
Mall Balls
Meavoures
Noise Beam
Planets O
Planets
Pluto
Presbic
Presence Pad

Rhino
Round Harp
Sequolar
Shine Pad
Sin X
Sin Y
Sinusoids Lead
Softy
Soundscape #1
Soundscape #2

Soundscape #3
Soundscape #4
Soundscape #5
Soundscape #6
Soundscape #7
Soundscape #8
Steps Bass
Throating
Time Control
Tin Lead

Touches
Town Chaos
Tubes
Z-Beam
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License
The license of this product is granted only to a single user. All patches in this product 
are licensed, but not sold, to you by AudioThing for commercial and non-commercial 
use  in  music,  sound-effect,  audio/video  post-production,  performance,  broadcast  or 
similar finished content-creation and production use. 
This license expressly forbids any unauthorized inclusion of content contained within  
this  product,  or  any AudioThing product,  into  any other  sample  instrument  or  loop, 
samples or SFX library of any kind, without our express written consent.

Thank You
Thank you for buying this AudioThing library, we hope you will have as much fun as we 
had making this product.

For help or any question, feel free to mail us: info@audiothing.net
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